
Trikonasana:
Trikoṇā means triangle. Tri means three and koṇa means an angle. As the

āsana resembles the triangle made by the trunk, arms and legs, hence the name
Trikoṇāsana.
Method:
* Stand with your feet with 3 feet apart.
* Inhale slowly raise both the arms sideways upto shoulder level.
* Turn the right foot towards right side.
* Exhale, slowly bend to the right side and place the right hand just behind the

right foot.
* The left arm straight in line with the right arm.
* Turn the left palm forward.
* Turn your head and gaze at the tip of the left middle finger.
* Remain in the posture for 10-30 seconds with normal breathing.
* Inhale, slowly come up.
* Repeat the same procedure from the left side.

Benefits:
* Prevents flat foot.
* Strengthens calf, thigh and waist muscles.
* Makes the spine flexible, improves lungs capacity.
* Found beneficial in the management of lumber spondylosis.
Limitation:

Avoid this posture in case of slipped disc, sciatica, and after undergoing
abdominal surgery. Do not try beyond limits and over do the lateral stretch.
If one cannot touch the feet, one can reach for the knees instead.
Matsyasana: (Fish Posture)

Matsya means‘fish’. In this asana the body takes the posture of a floating fish,
hence it is called Matsyasana.
Method:

Sit in Padmasana in a comfortable position.
* Bend backward, supporting the body with arms and elbow. Lift the chest, take

the head back and lower the crown of head to the floor.
* Place forehead on the ground. Hold the big toes. Elbow should touch the

ground.
* With the help of the elbows, lower the chest, bring the head on the ground.

Unlock the legs. Come back to the sitting position in Padmasana.



Benefits:
• This posture has therapeutic value for mild backache and fatigue.
• The posture gives very gentle exercise to the spine and makes the body

flexible.
• This is useful in throat problems like tonsillitis.
• It reduces anxiety and induces the feeling of floating.
Limitation:
• Avoid practicing the asana in case of peptic ulcers, heart disease, hernia and

problems in back.


